Corners hold vital information about size, shape and morphology of a vertebra in an x-ray image, and recent literature [1, 2] has shown promising performance for detecting vertebral corners using a Hough forest-based architecture. To provide spatial context, this method generates a set of 12 patches around a vertebra and uses a machine learning approach to predict corners of a vertebral body through a voting process. In this paper, we extend this framework in terms of patch generation and prediction methods. During patch generation, the square region of interest has been replaced with data-driven rectangular and trapezoidal region of interest which better aligns the patches to the vertebral body geometry, resulting in more discriminative feature vectors. The corner estimation or the prediction stage has been improved by utilising more efficient voting process using a single kernel density estimation. In addition, advanced and more complex feature vectors are introduced. We also present a thorough evaluation of the framework with different patch generation methods, forest training mechanisms and prediction methods. In order to compare the performance of this framework with a more general method, a novel multi-scale Harris corner detector-based approach is introduced that incorporates a spatial prior through a naive Bayes method. All these methods have been tested on a dataset of 90 X-ray images and achieved an average corner localization error of 2.01 mm, representing a 33% improvement in localisation accuracy compared to the previous state-of-the-art method [2] . 
Introduction
Evaluation of a cervical spine injury in an X-ray image is a major radiological challenge for an emergency physician. Studies show that 44% of cervical spine injuries are misdiagnosed due to misinterpretation [3] and up to 67% of patients with missed cervical fractures suffered neurological deterioration [4] . In order to decrease the risk of misinterpretation, automated image analysis algorithms can assist the emergency physicians. But applying these techniques on X-ray images has its own challenges due to low contrast, noise, and inter-patient variability. In the past decade, researchers have tried to solve different problems on several radiographic mediums and body regions. A Hough transform-based method has been demonstrated in order to locate the vertebrae position, orientation and size in cervical X-ray images [5] . Another random forest based global spine localization algorithm has been presented in [6] . In [7] , a 3D atlas-based method was proposed to locate the vertebra column in Computer Tomography (CT) scans. Dong et al. [8] utilized a probabilistic graphical model to measure the size and orientation and to identify cervical vertebrae on X-ray images. A layered framework of regression forest and hidden Markov model is proposed in [9] to localize vertebra centers in CT scans. Segmentation of the cervical vertebrae is addressed in [10] [11] [12] . The most popular techniques for segmentation are active shape models (ASM) and active appearance models (AAM) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, both ASM and AAM require a good initialization of the mean shape near the optimal segmentation. Corners can provide a good initialization for these models. In our previous work [1, 2] , we demonstrated a semi-automatic method to localize vertebra corners accurately using Hough forest [17] . In this paper, we extend this framework with new feature vectors, patch generation methods and prediction methods. Unlike [1, 2] that uses a square region of interest (ROI), in this paper we explore rectangle and trapezoidal ROIs that better match vertebral geometry. A new prediction method is formulated which uses prior knowledge of patch classes known at test time due to the fixed manner in which patches are generated. Also unlike [1, 2] that use multiple kernel density estimations (KDE) to aggregate votes coming from different leaf nodes, in this paper, a new method is implemented that collect all the votes together and use a single KDE, which improves both the accuracy and the computational efficiency. Apart from the basic intensity and gradient-based feature vectors, more complex and advanced feature vectors are investigated and compared against their usefulness in this framework. A novel Harris corner detector-based framework has also been formulated and implemented for comparison. All the methods are tested on a dataset of 90 emergency room X-ray images consisting of 450 vertebrae and 1800 corners, and show promising performance.
Contribution
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, the Hough forest framework has been improved. This has been achieved by introducing data-driven patch creation methods, a new cost-efficient single KDE based prediction method and a novel feature vector called random mirrored features (RMF). We have also presented a thorough evaluation of the framework over all the variants and achieved an average corner prediction error of 2.01 mm, greatly improving upon the previous state-of-the-art approach [2] that produced an average error of 3.03 mm on a challenging clinical dataset. Second, we have formulated a novel multi-scale Harris corner detector-based framework which requires only a fraction of a second for training and achieves comparative performance against our Hough forest framework.
Methodology

Data and Manual Annotations
90 lateral cervical spine X-ray images were collected from Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital in association with the University of Exeter. The age of the patients varied from 17 to 96. Different radiographic systems (Philips, Agfa, Kodak, GE) were used to produce the scans. Image resolution varied from 0.1 to 0.194 mm per pixel. The images include examples of vertebrae with fractures and degenerative changes. The data is anonymized and standard research protocols have been followed. For this work, 5 vertebrae C3-C7 are considered. Each of the 450 vertebrae from 90 images was manually annotated for corners and centers by an expert radiographer. Three annotated vertebrae are shown in Fig. 1 . Like other machine learning based frameworks, our Hough forest-based vertebral corner detection framework can be divided into two parts: training and testing; an overview is depicted graphically in Fig. 2 . During training, the algorithm learns the relative position of the vertebral corners in relation with different patches generated from the vertebra. The patches are generated from a region of interest (ROI) around the vertebra. Three types of ROI geometry have been considered for evaluation (Sec. 2.2.2). These image patches are then converted into feature vectors. In this paper, we have evaluated performances of five different types of feature vectors including a novel feature vector named random mirrored feature (RMF) (Sec. 2.2.4). Training is performed by Hough forest where both classification and regression entropy are used together. This training scheme has also been compared against standard training schemes, i.e. using either classification or regression entropy (Sec. 2.2.3). The training process is summarized in Fig. 2a where all the options available for each stage are shown graphically. Once the forests are trained, the framework can be used to predict corners for the new vertebrae. At test time, a new image is provided with manually clicked vertebra centers. The ROIs are generated and patches are fed into trained forests, which then goes through a three stage process to localize corners: class prediction, filtering and corner estimation. The class prediction method has been improved by using prior knowledge from patch generation and corner estimation stage has been improved by using a cost efficient single kernel density estimation method (Sec. 2.2.5). The test time process is summarised as a flowchart in Fig. 2b . 
Patch Creation
The first step of the framework is to divide the vertebra into smaller patches. In order to do that, first, an ROI needs to be created around the vertebra centers. The position, overall size and orientation of this ROI can be calculated from the manually annotated vertebrae centers [1, 2] . In previous work [1, 2] , a square ROI was constructed. However, distribution of the corners around the center for each vertebra reveals that vertebrae corners form a quadrilateral, that can be better approximated as a rectangle or trapezoid, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 which superimposes normalised corner distributions of the different cervical vertebral bodies in the dataset. Based on this finding, rectangular and trapezoidal ROIs are introduced in this work. The size of the ROI is empirically computed from the distribution of the corners in the dataset. The trapezoidal ROI requires an affine transformation to warp the image whereas square and rectangle only need rotation. The affine transformation on a trapezoidal ROI results in an axis-aligned vertebral body (see Fig. 4b ).
The ROI is then divided in 16 equal-sized non-overlapping patches. Four center patches are discarded due to their homogeneous intensity distribution. Each of the boundary patches is associated with a class label (from 1 to 12) and five vectors. The class label (C patch ) represents the position of the patch within the ROI and 4 vectors (d 1P 1 , d 1P 2 , d 1P 3 and d 1P 4 ) point to four corners from the patch center and vector (d 2 ) points to the vertebra center, as shown in Fig. 4 . These image patches are converted to a feature vector (see Sec. 2.2.4) and fed into a Hough forest algorithm for training. 
Training
Hough forest [17] , a variant of the random forest [18, 19] algorithm, has shown promising performance in object detection using votes from image patches. Here this algorithm has been adapted and customized in order to localize vertebral corners in X-ray images. In contrast to the random forest algorithm which performs either regression or classification, Hough forest performs both together in the same forest. During training the algorithm requires training data, each of which is associated with a class label and a vector. In our case, patches generated from the vertebrae are converted into feature vectors (see Sec. 2.2.4). These feature vectors are considered as training data and corresponding class labels (C patch ) and vectors d 1 are used to calculate the information gain (IG) using classification entropy (H class ) or regression entropy (H reg ). The choice of entropy at each node is random for Hough forest. However, experiments have been conducted with pure classification and regression forest as well. The data flows down the tree until the maximum tree depth (D) is reached or number of elements in a node falls below a threshold (nM in).
The IG is calculated using Eqn. 1, where S is a set of examples arriving at a node and S L , S R are the data that travel left or right respectively. H(S) is the entropy of the data S. It can be either classification entropy, H class or regression entropy, H reg . These can be calculated as below:
where C is the set of classes available at the considered node. In our case C ⊆ {1, 2, 3, ..., 12}.
where D 1 is the set of d 1 vectors arriving at the node and Λ(D 1 ) is the covariance matrix of D 1 . At each node, the optimum split (maximum IG) is chosen from a subset of all the possible splits. Each tree branch terminates at a leaf node. The leaf node contains the class labels (C patch ) and the d 1 vectors of the patches that end up at that node.
Feature vectors
After creation, in order to train or test, the patches are converted into feature vectors. In this work, along with previously used feature vectors of [1, 2] , we have considered and evaluated three other feature vectors including a novel one.
Intensity and gradient distribution-based feature vectors: The patches contain grey level intensity distributions (I). Patch sizes in pixels vary from image to image based on the corresponding Xray resolution. In order to generate feature vectors of similar length and distributions range, patches are resized to form a square shape and distributions are normalized. Four sizes are considered: 30×30, 10×10, 5×5, and 3×3. These resized patches are then converted into feature vectors of dimension 900 (I30), 100 (I10), 25 (I5) and 9 (I3) respectively. The same procedure is repeated with the gradient distribution of each patch. Gradients are calculated in horizontal and vertical direction. Then the root-mean-square (RMS) of the magnitudes are considered. This also produced feature vectors of dimension 900 (G30), 100 (G10), 25 (G5) and 9 (G3). A few examples of the resized patches for intensity and gradient distributions are shown in Fig. 5 . These feature vectors have been used in our previous work [1] . Haar-like feature vectors: Haar-like features have been used in numerous image processing approaches since its inception in [20] . For our work, ten Haar-like templates are chosen based on the patch appearances in terms of intensity and gradient distribution (see Fig. 6 ). Each template returns a feature value when passed through an intensity or gradient patch based on the difference between the average intensity of the dark and bright area. Finally, feature vectors (H v ) are formed by the feature values from ten feature templates.
whereĪ x is the average intensity of area denoted by x. Both intensity and gradient distributions are used to create two versions of Haar-like feature vectors of dimension ten: Haar-Intensity and Haar-Gradient. Another longer feature vector of dimension 20 has also been considered by putting both features together: Haar-Mixed. These feature vectors also have been investigated in our previous work [2] .
Random Mirrored Feature (RMF): RMF is a novel feature vector introduced in this work. For all the patches that arrive at a particular node, vectors are generated randomly from the patch center. The length of the vectors L x varies between a lower limit (L min ) to a higher limit (L max ). L max is proportional to the size of the vertebra and not limited by the patch size as the feature vector is created from the original image. For each pair of vectors, one direction (δ 1 ) is randomly chosen. The direction of the other vector (δ 2 ) is computed by mirroring δ 1 either horizontally or vertically. This mirroring is applied so that two vectors can reach regions inside and outside the vertebra (see Fig. 7 ). One feature value is created from one pair by calculating the difference between the intensities (I) at those vector locations. During training, a number (see Table 1 ) of feature values are computed at a split node and the one that maximises the information gain is chosen. This feature vector is inspired by the work of [21] , where random displacement feature vectors are used in 3D on depth images.
In this work, two types of RMF are used. One that considers only one pixel at each of the random vector locations (RMF-1P) other that considers the average intensity of 3×3 pixel box center at each vector location (RMF-B) to calculate the feature values using Eqn. 6.
Convolutional Neural Net (CNN) feature vectors: Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNN) have shown impressive performance in a variety of machine learning and image analysis tasks. Off-the-shelf CNN feature vectors using a pre-trained deep network have been used for various complicated image processing tasks with great success [22] . Based on these recent developments, in this work, a pre-trained deep network (ImageNet-MatConvNet) is used to convert the patches into CNN feature vectors [23, 24] . Two different sizes of patches are considered for CNN feature vectors. The standard non-overlapping patch size inside the ROI generates CNN-S feature vector. Another larger and overlapping patch size is considered in order to provide more spatial information about the patch to the network, this feature vector is denoted by CNN-B. This size of the larger patch is the same as L max used for RMF feature vectors. The used deep network has 37 layers including the final classification layer. For this work, the response of 36th layer is used as the feature vector. A detailed description of this pretrained network can be found in [23] . This network requires a 3 channel RGB image of size 224×224 as an input. To achieve this our patches (both standard and larger) are resized to 224×224 and same grey-level intensity channel is repeated in each of the three channels. The dimension of the resultant feature vector is 1000.
Structured forest (SF) feature vectors: Edge detection is a fundamental problem in image processing. State-of-the-art works [25] [26] [27] on this field have shown significant improvement from the baseline [28] . All these recent papers use a complex feature vector. In order to compute the response vector from a patch, first, it is resized to a dimension of 16×16. Then gradient magnitude is computed in two scales (original and half down-sampled). For each scale, gradient orientations are computed with four directions resulting in 8 orientation channels. These 8 orientation channels, 2 magnitude channels and the original intensity channel (total 11) of size 16×16 are then resized to 5×5. These smaller size patches are then used to compute pair-wise difference vectors. 11 channels of size 16×16 results in 2816 feature candidates and pair-wise difference from same number of channels results in (11 × 5×5 C 2 =) 3300 feature candidates from each patch. The total feature dimension stands at 6116 from a single patch. Both patch sizes are considered to compute this vector: features computed from standard size patch is denoted by SF-S and larger patch is denoted as SF-B.
Prediction
At the time of testing, image patches from unseen vertebra are fed into the forest. Each patch travels through each tree and reaches a leaf node. Each leaf node contains vector d 1 s and class labels C patch of the examples present at that node. In [1, 2] , the prediction stage first predicts the class of the image patch along with corner positions. However, as the image patches are created in a fixed manner based on the ROI, this class, C patch , is known at test time. In this work, along with the predicted class (PC) procedure of [1, 2] , a new method has been formulated where known class (KC) of the patches are utilised. Class prediction in PC methodsĈ P C are computed by Eqn. 7 and on the other hand,Ĉ KC is the class of the patch known at the time of its creation from the ROI.
Ĉ patch = Ĉ P C for predicted class (PC) method, C KC = C patch for known class (KC) method.
Once the class labelĈ patch is determined, a filtering stage is introduced to discard all the d 1 vectors belonging to classes other thanĈ patch . These filtered d 1 s are then combined with the corresponding d 2 of that patch to find the corner location with respect to the vertebra centre (see Fig. 4d ). Then the final corner position d is predicted using a single two-dimensional kernel density estimation (KDE1) process over the collection of vectors coming from all the patches. Previously in [1, 2] , multiple KDEs were used to aggregate votes from leaf nodes (KDEM). The KDE process takes a set of 2D vectors and regresses a possible output. Here at each vector (d 1 in ) location a zero mean Gaussian distribution with variance σ 2 k is set.
(12) After placing a distribution at each of the vectors, a final probability map is calculated by adding all distributions.
Finally, the maxima of this aggregated distribution are located and considered as the output vector (d 1 out ). The process is also graphically summarized in Fig. 8 .
Harris based vertebral corner detector
The Harris corner detector is a popular method to identify corners. It uses a second moment matrix composed of image derivatives. As with other gradient-based methods, it suffers if the image has low contrast, common to X-ray images. Initially, we attempted to compare our method to a standard implementation of the Harris corner detector, but results were poor due to lack of contrast. Therefore, we devised a novel multi-scale Harris corner detector-based framework with a spatial term trained from our manually labelled corners. Given a cervical X-ray image, similar to Sec 2.2.2, manually annotated vertebra centers are used to cut out an ROI around the vertebra. This ROI can be square, rectangle or trapezoid. This ROI is then passed through a collection edge detectors. In this work, Canny edge detector, Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts operators and Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG)-based edge detector are used. Each of these detectors returns a binary image. Then all the returned binary images are added together and an edge is determined only when more than two edge detectors agree. This process reduces noise and false edge detection.
where ψ is the edge detection method: ψ {Canny, Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts, LoG};
Output Edge Image, EI O = 0 when EI <3, 1 otherwise.
The Harris corner detection is applied on the original ROI at 4 different scales (1, 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8).
As Harris corner detection uses gradients in horizontal and vertical directions to determine a possible corner, the intensity profile at different scales increase the chance of detecting actual corners. Along with the corner location, it also returns a score which represents confidence of the detected corner. From each scale, the top 50 corners are selected. All the selected corners are then passed through a Corner-Edge filter where only the corners near edges (EI O = 1) are selected. Then these selected corners are converted into a probability distribution, P (C|I). A spatial prior probability distribution, P (L|I), is created from the training data containing all the corners (Fig. 3 ) except for the test image for that vertebra. These P (L|I) looks like Fig. 9g for different vertebrae. These P (L|I) is then made corner specific P (L i |I) by considering single (i-th) corners only. A final posterior distribution, P (C i , L i |I) is then computed by multiplying P (C|I) and P (L i |I) following a naive Bayes method. Final corner positions are found by localizing the maximum probability in each of the four posterior distribution P (C i , L i |I). The complete framework is graphically explained in Fig. 9 .
where N is the number of training examples, σ 2 c is the variance of Gaussian distribution initialized at each training corner locations and P (L i |I) is the prior probability distribution for i-th corner. The variance, σ 2 c , is optimized experimentally using a set of test images.
where C i is the i-th corner, L i is the location of that corner, and I is the ROI. P (C|I) comes from the edge-filtered multi-scale Harris corner detection and P (L i |I) comes from training data. 
Parameters
There are a few free parameters in the corner localization forests: number of trees (nTree), maximum allowed depth of a tree (D), minimum number of elements at a node (nMin), number of variables to look at in each split nodes (nVar) and number of thresholds (nTresh) to consider per variable. Apart from the random forest parameters, the kernel density estimation function requires a given bandwidth (BW) which is the variance, σ 2 k in Eqn. 12. To accurately optimize the forest for all these parameters, the experiment is conducted for a single corner of a vertebra for all the images in a 10 fold manner and the localization algorithm is repeated with different parameters. Due to time constraints, a sequential optimization approach is followed instead of a multi-dimensional approach. The sequence of the parameters was chosen empirically based on the understanding of the problem. The sequence followed is: Bandwidth (BW), number of trees (nTree), maximum tree depth (D) and minimum element at a node (nMin) in a twodimensional fashion, and number of variables (nVar) and number of thresholds (nThresh) for each feature in a two-dimensional fashion. Most related variables were chosen for two-dimensional optimizations. The cost function for the optimization is the average Euclidean error between corners predicted by the forest and annotated manually by experts for the fixed test set. Two example of error vs. parameter value graphs are plotted for BW selection and nVar-nTheta selection for Haar-Mixed features is shown in Fig. 10 . The BW selection graph indicates that the lowest error occurs with BW = 0.03 for KDE1+KC method. Lowest error for nVar-nTheta selection occurs at 2-1. The next option could have been 4-5, but that would increase the computational cost by a factor of ten. Similarly, all the parameters are optimized based on the lowest error and corresponding computational cost. The chosen parameters are reported in Table 1 . The rest of the experiments are conducted with these parameter values. (*RMF is dynamically created with random vectors so technically feature dimension is infinity, however for the sake of implementation, the choice of possible vector locations was quantized such that maximum possible feature dimension becomes 5000.)
Experiments & Results
The work is focused on five cervical vertebrae C3-C7. Forests are corner specific. In total 20 forests are created for each feature for a single fold experiment, each specialized for one corner only. A 10 fold cross-validation scheme was followed. In the case of Harris-based vertebral corner detector, a leave-oneout experiment is done. For each test image, the prior, P (L i |I), is computed using rest of the images. Both frameworks are experimented with square, rectangle and trapezoidal ROI. The forest framework is also experimented with different forest type. Our baseline is [2] , where multiple KDE were used and at test time, patch classes were predicted (KDEM+PC). Here a single KDE with both known patch classes (KDE1+KC) and predicted classes (KDE1+PC). To compare different versions of the framework, the Euclidean distance between the predicted corner and the manually annotated corners are computed in millimetres (MM). As experiments have been performed over 1800 corners (90 images, 5 vertebrae and 4 corners), the errors are averaged to generate a single metric useful for comparison. The lower the error the better the performance.
Effect of different ROIs
Both the Harris corner detector-based framework and the forest-based framework are experimented with three ROI types: square, rectangle and trapezoid; results shown in Table 2 . (The forest framework results here are for Hough (random entropy selection) forest type and with KDE1+KC prediction type). The Harris framework shows an increase in error from square to rectangle ROI and a sharp decrease for the trapezoid ROI. The increased area of a rectangle from the square sometimes triggers false corners whereas for a trapezoid, the axis-aligned edges results in much better edge and corner detection and decreases the error to 2.06 mm. A different pattern is observed for the forest-based framework. The results for square and rectangle ROIs are always (for all features) better than the Harris framework but in the case of the trapezoid, the results are very comparable. The average over all the features show that the rectangle and trapezoid ROI performs marginally better than square, and in between these two, the rectangle is slightly better. However, the pattern is not consistent with all the features. The lowest error of 2.01 mm is achieved with the Haar-Mixed feature for the rectangle ROI. The Harris framework clearly shows that the trapezoid ROI can help when the algorithm uses horizontal and vertical gradients to detect edges and corners as this ROI aligns the vertebra edges (see Fig. 4b ). But the forest framework does not directly use this information thus the differences are not noticeable. Among all the features Haar-Mixed performed the best followed by Intensity 5 (I5). The advanced features (RMF, CNN, SF) do not perform very well in terms of the error. 
Comparison of forest type
The forest type determines which entropy selection procedure is followed during training. The Hough forest chooses between classification and regression entropy at each split node randomly whereas in classification or regression forest either classification or regression entropy is considered respectively. But whichever entropy is considered for training, the leaf node contains the information of the class labels (C patch ) and vector d 1 s of the examples at that node. So, the prediction mechanisms are the same for any forest type (Sec. 2.2.5). Table 3 lists the average errors in MM for different features over the forest types (for rectangle ROI and KDE1+KC prediction type). The errors are very close to each other, however, average errors over all features shows Hough forest performs slightly better and followed closely by Classification forest and Regression forest. Although the errors are very close to each other, the patch classification accuracy in Table 4 reveals a different pattern altogether. First, it is necessary to reiterate that, patch classification accuracy does not affect in KDE1+KC prediction methods as patch classes are known at test time, still, patch classification accuracy can be used as a measure of how well the forest is trained regardless of the forest and prediction type. The last column of Table 4 lists the average percentage of patch classification accuracy over all the features for each forest type. As expected, patch classification accuracy is maximum for Classification forest, closely followed by Hough forest and worst is Regression forest. A close look at Haar-Mixed and I5 features (best features in terms of errors) for Hough forest indicates they only achieved 54.41% and 57.47% patch classification accuracy while complex features like SF-B, RMF-1P and RMF-B were 80 to 90% accurate. However, in terms of errors, both SF and RMF are outperformed by Haar-Mixed and I5. These observations lead us to three conclusions. First, the complex features (SF and RMF) are better to distinguish between patches than simple features (Haar-like feature, Intensity and Gradient). Second, the data is so diverse that corner localization error can not be reduced much further. Lastly, error minimizes when patch classification accuracy is around 55%. It indicates when around 45% of the patches are ignored, the diversity reduces to generate the lowest error. As patch classification accuracy increases, the diversity of the corner increases too which results in higher error. However, these high accuracies can help the localization methods with predicted classes (PC) which is investigated in the next section (Sec. 4.3) . Among the complex features, CNN does not perform well. The reasons could be many. First and most obvious one is that the pre-trained network is not trained with any X-ray images. Also, the used network is trained to accomplish a highly complex task of classifying an image into certain classes based on the content of the image like-dog, cat, bicycle etc. In our case, the image patches are not complex, rather it is just a grey level distribution having one edge and/or corner and often with very low contrast. One solution could be to use only first few layers of the network which are usually responsible to detect simple gradient features of different types. Alternatively, one could train a new network with the corresponding data.
Per-vertebra analysis
To compare between three prediction methods (KDEM+PC, KDE1+PC and KDE1+KC), the best feature in terms of errors, Haar-Mixed and the best feature in terms of patch classification accuracy, SF-B are considered. Table 5 lists vertebra by vertebra mean and standard deviation (std) of the errors (over 90 images and 4 corners) for two features and three prediction type (with classification forest and rectangle ROI). The corner-by-corner mean errors are also plotted in Fig. 11 . It can be observed that for all the features and prediction types, the error tends to increase as it moves down the spine from C3 to C7. Among three prediction methods, the graph in Fig. 11 and also Fig. 10 clearly indicates that KDE1+KC is the most robust and performs the best. Followed by KDE1+PC and KDEM+PC [2] . However, both KDE1+PC and KDE1+KC perform comparably well in the case of SF-B feature. This is because of the excellent patch classification accuracy achieved by this feature. 
Discussion
Overall, two frameworks have been presented and evaluated in the paper. The novel multi-scale Harris corner detector-based framework has achieved a lowest corner localization error of 2.06 mm with the trapezoidal ROI. On the other hand, the improved Hough forest framework has achieved a lowest average mean error of 2.01 mm using Haar-like Mixed feature with rectangle ROI and Hough training scheme. It should be noted that the later requires an expensive training period where as the prior distributions needed for multi-scale Harris corner detector-based framework can be computed in a fraction of a second. In comparison, our previous work [1] and [2] yielded a lowest mean of 4.41 mm and 3.03 mm respectively, reflecting a 33% improvement over [2] . Among other work, Glocker et al. [9] reported a mean error of 6 mm in locating vertebra centers in CT images. Zamora et al. [15] reports a mean corner to segmentation line error of higher than 3 mm, whereas, for our algorithm, point to point error for corners is found to be only 2.01 mm. Representative results on the vertebrae are shown in Fig. 12 . Unsurprisingly, our forest based algorithm suffers when a test image is not similar to any the training images ( Fig. 12 (C6-E) -longer bone structure). Sometimes some patients have implants or severe degenerative change that renders corner detection a difficult problem. However, the strength of this framework is that through the vote aggregation procedure from different patches, a robust result can be achieved even if some patches are noisy or occluded (Fig. 12(C5-D) ). 
Conclusion
Two vertebral corner detection frameworks have been studied in this work. The Hough forest framework of [1, 2] has been improved with data-driven ROI generation (rectangle and trapezoid) and advanced, simpler corner localization method (KDE1). Along with the previous features of [2] , more advanced and complex features like CNN and SF features are considered. A novel feature, RMF, is introduced which performed considerably well in terms of patch classification accuracy. On the other hand, a novel Harris corner detector-based framework has also been formulated. This framework achieved a lowest error of 2.06 mm with trapezoid ROI outperforming many features in forest-based framework. However, the overall lowest error of 2.01 mm is achieved by Haar-Mixed feature with rectangle ROI and Hough forest. Along with the corner localization error, patch classification accuracy has also been investigated where SF feature achieved a maximum accuracy of 92.4% with classification forest and rectangle ROI.
The current framework requires manually clicked seed points (vertebra centers) at test time. We have already demonstrated a global spine localization algorithms in [6] which could be further developed to localize vertebra centers. By combining these two algorithms, a fully automatic vertebral corner detection method can be formulated. In future work, these predicted corners will be used to initialise an ASM for segmentation of the vertebra. Once initialized correctly using predicted corners, the ASM is expected to segment the vertebra more accurately than an initialization based solely on the vertebra centers.
